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Horses seized from Thompson Horse Lot in Pitkin. Updated March 21, 2019A Louisiana's kill pen family member faces 18 counts of animal cruelty. Gary ThompsonVernon County Sheriff's Deputies arrested Gary Thompson, 64, on Wednesday. The charges relate to the alleged neglect of
18 horses. It happened on a property owned by Thompson, which has the same address as Thompson Horse Lot and Co. Last week, the department seized 18 horses from Pitkin to kill the pen. Several horses were strewn because of their poor body condition. In addition, the source reports
that the investigation into Jacob Thompson and Tara Michelle Sanders continues. The horse body confirms that Thompson's Kill Pen is not currently a cattle trader in Louisiana. Jacob Thompson and Tara Michelle Sanders are the sole owners of Thompson Horse Lot and Co. of Thompson
Horse Lot, LLC. Buy, sell and trade LIVESTOCK. We are a pubic livestock dealer ... is one of the claims kill pen makes on the Internet, although not true. That's because communication without the permission of a livestock trader has no status, according to the Louisiana Department of
Agriculture and Forestry.Senior Thompson is not a cattle trader either. He is on a $18,000 bond. Stay tuned for the latter in this criminal case. Horse Administration (formerly Rate My Horse PRO) champions social change initiatives to improve horse welfare. Since 2010 we have been
empowering the equestrian industry through awareness and knowledge-based tools. Take part in our horse community forever today because together we can do more to improve the lives of horses. Louisiana officials captured 18 horses from Thompson Horse Lot and Co. on Wednesday.
... More To horse authority exclusive, Colorado veterinarian tells us the whereabouts of a horse infected with the deadly disease Equine Infectious Anemia (EIA) is still unknown. A Weld County vet reported to the state ... More Get the latest horse disease alert going on in September
including tracking equine infectious anemia (EIA) after our recent Colorado kill pen EIA exclusive, as well as EHM cases, and rabies horses!... More emerge as Colorado investigates the location of 240 horses exposed to the deadly EIA. Did you buy a horse or was it transported with a
murder pen horse? Click for more. ... More When the film begins, Gray Thoroughbred finds himself wounded and exhausted, at a low-end auction, though the viewer gets an idea of the happiest times during the horse's life. Platinum ticket is purchased with doze... More one vehicle crash
involving alleged horse slaughtering tractor Nineteen of the 37 horses died in Mississippi. The video is shocking.... More What are the 5 horse rescue skills required to operate a successful and reputable horse rescue operation, according to horse rescue experts? You're going to be
shocked!... Read more often A A A traffic accident involving Thompson to kill the handle horse puller leaves 9 of the 14 horses dead Saturday morning. ... More Louisiana Department of Agriculture and Forestry and Louisiana Animal Health Council filed court papers to limit operations of a
known bail pen in the state. Two state agencies filed a motion for a temporary restraining order, as well as a request for a preliminary and permanent injunction against Gary Thompson and his son Jacob Thompson, both from Vernon Parish, to stop buying and selling livestock. A court date
for the agency's request is set for August 17. According to the petition, both Thompsons were explicitly banned from buying and selling livestock after the Animal Health Board refused to renew the cattle permit in 2018. The petition alleges that Gary Thompson never held the cattle trader's
permit required in Louisiana. The two have a stake in Thompson Horse Lot, which marketed horses on social media under various page names as available for bail with a seat on a truck headed for Mexican slaughter sites. The petition will also prevent anyone from acting as a cattle trader
on behalf of the Thompsons. Read the Paulick Report article Please follow and how do we: ← this report about you listed on other sites? These sites steal the contents of the Ripoff Report. We can remove them for you! Find out more here. If your business is willing to commit to customer
satisfaction click here now. Acquired two horses from this company (a group of people). The first scam was they claimed that the private care facilities that the horse purchased would be moved there and kept in quarantine. I paid an extra fee to have them placed privately and the horses
showed 500 pounds thinner than when buying. The next issue was one horse has a severely injured leg and neurological problems. Upon learning this, I looked back at the video they took and it is clearly visible even if they tell you how healthy and how great the legs are on this horse. The
last question was they claimed the tone of the horse 8 years. He was 20. The horse should be put down two weeks after arriving at home. The sheriff's office says charges are expected after seizing a horse at Thompson Horse Lot.Louisiana officials seized 18 horses from Thompson Horse
Lot and Co. on Wednesday.The Vernon County Sheriff's Office of State Criminal Charges is expected after it completes the investigation. Deputies issued a search warrant at Pitkin's property. The vet estimated about 40 to kill the feather horses before the capture. This came after the
sheriff's office received numerous complaints of neglect on the murder pen at 456 Donald Perkins Road. In addition, last week, it was alleged that there was pictured reportedly showing a dead horse horse at Thompson Horse Lot.The Louisiana Department of Agriculture Livestock Brand
Commission is investigating when and where the horses were purchased. We contacted the sheriff's office for more information, although we did not receive a response. CLICK HERE FOR UPDATEHorse Authority (formerly Rate My Horse PRO) advocates social change initiatives to
improve horse welfare. Since 2010 we have been empowering the equestrian industry through awareness and knowledge-based tools. Take part in our horse community forever today because together we can do more to improve the lives of horses. In an exclusive Horse Authority, a
Colorado veterinarian tells us the location of a horse infected with the deadly disease Equine Infectious Anemia (EIA) is still unknown. A Weld County vet reported to the state ... More Get the latest horse disease alert going on in September including tracking equine infectious anemia (EIA)
after our recent Colorado kill pen EIA exclusive, as well as EHM cases, and rabies horses!... More emerge as Colorado investigates the location of 240 horses exposed to the deadly EIA. Did you buy a horse or was it transported with a murder pen horse? Click for more. ... More When the
film begins, Gray Thoroughbred finds himself wounded and exhausted, at a low-end auction, though the viewer gets an idea of the happiest times during the horse's life. Platinum ticket is purchased with doze... More than one vehicle accident involving an alleged horse-slaughtered tractor
leaves 19 of the 37 horses killed in Mississippi. The video is shocking.... More What are the 5 horse rescue skills required to operate a successful and reputable horse rescue operation, according to horse rescue experts? You're going to be shocked!... More Texas road traffic accidents
involving Thompson's kill feather horse tractor leaves 9 of the 14 horses dead Saturday morning. ... Read more than 38 views 579 similar followingHelp with my Facebook issueThompson Horse Lot and CO..... These people buy horses at auction and then through their Facebook page they
posted videos of horses and threatened to let the horses be sent to slaughter on a particular day if people don't pay high prices to bail out horses. ...... Facebook's policy is not selling animals... It's outside the sale, threatening to let the animals killed if not sold by the stated date..... . The
date of the ship means the ship is to be slaughtered in Canada and Mexico .... Please stop them from being able to use FB as this.these kill buyers should not be allowed to have a Facebook page to extort facebook users with the threat of horses being killed if they are not bought through
their facebook page. I Problem with Facebook too We are waiting for GetHuman-gracewin to solve this problem and share the solution with the rest of us customers. Follow this to see how it gets fixed We can help you get Facebook Facebook and get better help faster. Click below to get
started. If our free tools are not enough, we partner with an American company with live technical support experts available 24/7. Take advantage of the $1 one-week trial membership and chat with an expert now. Communicate with Live ExpertGet tips from professionals and other clients,
and get it handled faster: Write your problem and how you want it fixed... For better results, write at least 100 charactersCustomer service issueReported by GetHuman-gracewinMay 11th, 2018 - 3 years ago I have a problem with Facebook tooSeen 38 customers still Anapply question to
579 others1 customers after thisAfter this question, To see how he receives fixedEmail on the AccountPhone number on The AccountName account HolderPhoto Passport or driver's licenseGetHuman-gracewin began to work on this issue11, 2018 9:49pmGetHuman-gracewin indicated that
the problem has not yet been solved. May 21, 2018 10:32amCall now and talk to a real person in a matter of seconds who can tell you the best deals from each telecommunications company if your new home area. We find the best deal for you and then we manage to plan so that all your
technicians show up on the same day. Easy and free! Talk to us now: 888-959-6783She concierge is not connected and therefore able to compare transactions (and schedule) in many companies
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